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ABSTRACT 

Methods for incorporating information on environmental variation in fishery manaqement models are 
not presently well developed. Rational approaches are hindered by lack of detailed knowledge of .the 
linkages between environmental fluctuations and their effects on fish stocks. Empirical approaches are 
limited by lack of sufficient data points. 

Recent advances have been fostered by the development of several promising hvpotheses based on 
laboratory and field experiments and on comparative studies of geography and seasonality of spawning 
strategies. In addition, time series indicators of the important environmental processes involved in these 
hvpotheses are becoming available. A review of developments concerning environmental effects on 
recruitment in a number of California Current stocks is presented. 

The state of the art in the production of fishery-environmental indicator time series for eastern 
boundarv current regions is surveyed. Fisherv modeling is discussed from the points of view of rational 
models of t h e  early life history and juvenile stages and of empirical models based on data from the post- 
recruit staEe. In these post-recruit models, early life history and juvenile processes are incormrated by 
means of empirical stock-recruitment functions which map contain environmental dependencies. 

Further progress is anticipated through laboratory and field experiments, dynamic process models, 
and seasonal-geographical comparative studies. Newly-developed techniques for aging of larvae promise 
dramatic increases in data on larval survival processes. It is pointed out that the four major eastern 
boundary current regions of the  world, Le., the Canary, Benguela, Peru, and California Current regions, 
involve similar environmental dynamics and contain very similar assemblages of economically-important 
fish stocks; inter-reqional comparative studies are advocated. 

1. Pncilic Environmental Crouo, Southwest Fisheries Center, National Marine Fisheries Service, NO A A ,  
Monterey, California, 93940. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Recent precipitous declines in important fishery stocks around the world have pointed out an urgent 
need for advances in fishery manaqement science. A particular need is for realistic models which can 
predict and simulate effects of various management options. In most existing management models, the 
surplus production of a stock is assumed to be a relatively constant function of stock size. Recent events 
have shown this assumption to be inadequate under conditions of environmental perturbation. 

Properly incorporatin? environmental effects in fishery models can be a difficult problem. There 
are two basic approaches: (1) the rational (cause-effect) approach which is based on an UnderStandinQ of 
the physical and biological orocesses involved, and (2) the empirical approach in which the functional 
relationships are defined by analysis (by means of statistical regression, etc.) of available data. 

A strictly rational approach is usually not feasible. The complex linkages between environmen tal 
processes and biological consequences are incredibly difficult to observe or to investigate experimentally; 
the quantitative information needed to construct rational models of those linkages is most often unavail- 
able. On the other hand, the empirical approach is hampered bv a chronic lack of sufficient data points. 
Fishery data characteristically yield one estimate of stock size or recruitment per vear; the available 
time series qenerallv does not exceed several decndes and most often is of the order of 10 to 20 veers. To 
sort out a multitude of possible environmental effects by statistical means from a series of 10 to 20 data 
points is not possible. Moreover, the time series often contain significant autocorrelation, indicating a 
lack of independence of data points, which further depletes the severelv limited degrees of freedom. 

Generally, a combination of the two approaches allows the qreatest amount of available information 
to be incorporated. The rational approach is used to generate hypotheses and to test and quantify those 
processes which can be measured or addressed experimentally. Then the empirical approach is used for 
testing, verification, and calibration. The demarkation between the two approaches is important. Often 
in fishery science an hvpothesis is generated on the basis of experience, and since rational explanations 
can be constructed (because of the multitude of possible interacting processes occurrinq in marine 
biological communities it is nearly always possible to find a rationalization for any empirical result! the 
hypothesis comes to be regarded as rational when in fact it is basically empirical. Then when the 
hypothesis is "tested" against the time series of available data, which nearly always contains the period of 
experience which generated the hyoothesis. a "verificntion," not surprisingly, is indicated. When basically 
the same data is used to test a hypothesis as was used to formulate it, obviously no real test can occur. 
For this reason manv published fishery-environmental "relationships" are in reality untested hvDotheses; it 
should not be surprisinq that thev often fail almost immediately after publication. 

Even when there is considerable rational input available, it is necessary to limit the choices of 
explanatory environmental variables to minimize the chances of spurious "fits" to the very limited time 
series. Thus as much rational input as possible must be utilized in formulating pertinent environmental 
indicators. In the past, measured environmental properties have often been used to produce correlations 
wi th  fishery data in the belief that the same environmental processes which alter the measured properties 
would also alter the fish stock parameters. However, the linkages between the environmental prwesses 
and the observed properties may be just as (or more) tenuous and subject to independent alteration, as 
those between the processes and the biological consequences of interest. Certainly, a propertv is easier 
to measure than is a process, and a property has the reassuring attribute of havinc a single scalar value at 
a given point in space and time. In addressing a process one must come to grips with a space - time 
continuum in which a choice of scale is critical. However, due to the lack of  anv excess degrees of 
freedom to deal with additional linkages it is advisable to focus as directly as possible upon the actucli 
involved processes in formulating environmental vnriables for fishery modeling efforts. 

Recently several promising ra tionnl hypotheses concerning environmentally-caused recruitment 
variation in fish stocks of eastern boundary current' regions have appeared. (1) A sensitivity of 
reproductive success of pelagic fish stocks to the dissipation of fine-scale food strata by wind mixing 
durinq early larval feedinq (Lasker, 1975, 1978) has been indicated throueh a remarkaS1e series of 
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laboratory and field experiments. (2) A detrimental effect on coastal fish stock of offshore transport 
during the  larval drift period has been suggested bv comparative studies (Parrish, Nelson and Rakun, MS) 
of the seasonal and spatial characteristics of reproductive strategies and drift conditions in the California 
Current reqion. (3) Since it is generally thought that the massive fish stocks inhabiting eastern boundary 
current regions depend on t h e  Primary production suoported bv the vigorous coastal uDwelling 
characteristic of these regions, it is expected that long time scale fluctuations in upwellinp intensitv 
would be linked to fish stock variations. 

The four "classical" eastern boundary currents (Wooster and Reid, 1963) are the Canarv Current off 
the Iberian Penninsula and northwestern Africa, the Benquela Current off southwestern Africa, the Peru 
Current off western South America, and the California Current off western North America. These also 
comprise the four main upwelling regions of the world, as cited bv Cushing (1969). Thev are characterized 
by rather broad, slow equatorward flow, high primarv productivitv, and massive pelagic fish stocks which 
have experienced extreme fluctuations. Very similar assemblages of fishes aopear to constitute the major 
portion of the exoloitable biomass in all four regions. In each, there is an anchovv, pilchard (sardine), 
horse mackerel (jack mackerel), hake, mackerel and bonito. The species are very closely related and 
several of the species are found in more than one reqion (Table 1). The similarity of the pelagic fish 
community in the eastern boundary currents suggests that the processes occuring in these systems mav be 
direct analoqs. It is possibk that the  environmental processes which reeulate the recruitment Rnd 
population fluctuations of a species group, for example t h e  anchovy (Engraulis), are similar in all of the 
eastern boundary currents. 

TABLE 1. Daminant anchovy. pilchard. horse mackerel, hake, mackerel and bonito 
in rhe four major -rem baadny currents. 
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DEFINITION OF ENVIRONMENTAL VARIATION 

If fishery environmental studies are to lead toward management systems which are capable of 
adapting to environmental variations, the data required to indicate these variations must be of a type that 
can be obtained on a continuine basis. Thus, it is advantageous to base these studies on the sort of data 
that are routinely gathered, or that can be obtained by a minimal survev effort. 

effects on recruitment variations can be grouped into four major categories: 
Generally, the physical characteristics of the environment which are thought to have important 

1. The field of horizontal advection, 

2. The field of vertical stability, 

3. The field of temperature, 

4. The field of convergence and divergence of flow at the sea surface, which is linked to the field of 
vertical advection. 

In addition there are available certain physical indicators which are sometimes considered as 
"integrators" of several (or many) environmental effects. 
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Horizontal advection 

Biological orocesses in the sea tend to integrate verv short-scale variations in the phvsicsl 
environment. For instance, in the case of transport of plnnktonic fish eggs and larvae, since spawning 
generally is distributed in time and space, And eqgs and larvae mav oassively drift for an extended oeriod, 
short-scale flow variations tend to he averaqed out bv the soace-time continuum of driftin? organisms 
(Parrish, et. al., MS). 

On large time snd space scales, flow in the ocean is well approximated as a simple combination of 
the geostrophic current field and the field of Eitman drift induced by the horizontal force exerted 9v the 
wind on the sea surface'(Greenspan, 1968). The conceptual picture, therefore, is of a thin surface laver of 
Ekman wind drift which varies in phase with laree-scale atmospheric weather patterns, superimposed on 
the deeper, more slowly varyine geostrophic flow field. The Ekman laver is thouqht to extend no deeoer 
than 50 to 100 meters below the sea surface, and most of the transport probably occurs in the uoper 5 to 
30 meters. 

The geostrophic current a t  the sea surface is directlv prooortional to and at  right angles to the slope 
of the sea surface. The constant of proportionalitv is a function of latitude, being a minimum value a t  the 
poles and increasine; to an infinite value at  the equator; thus the geostroohic aoproximation is useless 
directly on the equator but Montqomery and Stroup (1962) have indicated it to be a useful estimate of 
current velocitv as near as several decrees of latitude to the equator. 

The standard method for estimating the sea surface slope is by measuring the temperature and 
salinity of the ocean at  various depths, thereby determining the field of density of the sea water. For 
water to be motionless a t  some deep level there must be no horizontal variation in the weight of the 
water column pressing down from above. Thus, the horizontal differences in thickness of the column, and 
therebv the sea surface slope, can be computed from the internal densitv field (Sverdruo, et. al., 1941). 
Althouqh there is probably no level a t  which the ocean is completelv motionless, the qeostrophic 
velocities a t  great depths tend to be much  smaller than those at  the surface, and so this method zrovides 
an acceptable approximation. 

Survevs using this method have been made in all the major eastern boundary current regions. In the 
California Current, the CalCOFI survevs have made regular observations since 1949. The flow patterns 
described are quite detailed. However, methods for aDplyin? this wealth of detail to bioloqicsi problems 
are not well worked out; as vet, little use has been made of these data in explaining bioloqical variations. 
Sucb survevs are expensive, and obtaininq the required space-time continuity of coveraqe is a Droblem. 

For some purposes a schematic picture of the normal seasonal variation of geostroDhic flow is 
required. This is not necessarily easy to get. Simple averages of the few available samples of sea surface 
topopraphy as done bv Wyllie (1966) and Hickev (1979) can be  dominated bv atypical features. This 
procedure can also introduce spurious features that never occurred in anv of the measured samples. For 
example, durinp a particularly warm vear the sea surface would tend to stand hiqher than normal 
throughout a piven reqion; this would not generate any current features since currents are re!ated to the 
gradient of surface height. Since spatial coverage is seldom complete in any one vear, if observations 
from the warm vear are averaged with those from several more normal years, the locations containinc 
data from the warm year would tend to be hiqher than other locations. The surface slopes thus generated 
would determine current patterns that never actually existed. 

Parrish, et. al. (VS) used the long-term mean temperature and salinitv summaries oroduced bv 
Robinson and Bauer (1973) to produce a smoothed long-term mean geostrophic pattern for the California 
Current repion in which atypical features are SuDpressed: however, lack of indication of the typical 
seasonally varyinq features is a major de iciencv. Because temperature observations are much more 
numerous than salinity observations, Husbp has produced some interest in? seasonal patterns bv combining I '  " 

2. Personal communication, Davld M. Husbv, Paclfic Environmental Grouo, Southwest Fisheries Center, National 
Marine Fisheries Service, NO 4.4, Monterev, California, 93940. 



seasonal temperature fields with long-term mean salinity fields. Other approaches include the association 
of non-observed salinity values with observed temperature values through the use of a characteristic 
temperaturesalinity (T-S) relationshio SEmery, 1975) and the fillinq of data FADS bv curve fitting to 
existing data points by harmonic analysis . 

An ideal situation is where the sea surface slope variations can be directlv measured; the long- 
period variation in the difference in measured sea height between two se8 level qauges on either side of 
an Ocean current is directly proportional to the variation in the space-averaqed peostrophic surface flow 
across a line drawn between the two gauge locations. Saur (1972) produced a verv larae space scale index 
of monthly variations in geostrophic surface flow between sea level gauges located in San Francisco and in 
Honolulu. Christensen et. al. (1979) used sea level differences between Guadalupe Island and the coast of 
Baja California to indicate f l ~ w  variations on a scale which is probably more pertinent to coastal fish 
stocks. Wyrtki (1974) showed that an array of sea level gauges on tropical islands could successfullv 
monitor changes in the equatorial current svstem of the Pacific. 

In most cases there exists no convenient island located the proper distance offshore to indicate flow 
variations on a scale upon which thev would be affectinq fish stocks. In these cases it may be reasonable 
to assume that the largest sea level variations will be at  the solid coastal boundarv and thus that a single 
coastal sea level station can be an index of major alongshore eeostroDhic flow variations. The most likely 
offshore length scale to be involved in such an index is the baroclinic Rossby radius of deformation 
(Mooers and Allen, 1973) which is of the order of 10 to 20 k m  in the suhtropical eastern boundary current 
regions. For example, Smith (1974) and Reid and Mantvla (1976) found correspondence of coastal sea levels 
at  certain California Current locations with measured variations in alonFshore flow. Marthaler (1976) 
indicated that the monthly mean nearsurface currents over the Oregon continental shelf could be 
estimated from a regression with coastal sea level to a precision of 2 6 cm/sec where the annual rmPe is 
60 cm/sec. Off the New England coast of the eastern North America, where the continental shelf is 
relatively wide, Beardsley and Butman (1974) found that, if thev assumed a constant sea level at  the shelf 
break, a coastal sea level measurement could indicate the alongshore geostrophic flow (averaged over the 
shelf width)  to 2 15%. 

Sea level measurements are available in long time series in all the major eastern boundary current 
reqions. The Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level' lists monthly mean values for the California 
Current since the turn of the century (e.&, San Francisco since 1897, San Diego since 1906), nearlv as lone 
for the Canary Current (Lagos since 1908, Santa Cruz de Tenerife since 1927), for the Peru Current since 
the early 1940's (ea. Matarani since 1941, Talara since 1942) and for useablv long time series for the 
Benequela Current region (eg. Walvis Bay, 1958-72). Sea level time series are subject to distortion bv 
geological uplifting and downwarpine of coastal reqions but these are usually of much longer time scale 
than the fishery variations of interest, and so can be easilv corrected bv linear or first-order curvilinear 
detrending, or hy low-pass fi!tering. Sudden discontinuities due to earthquakes, etc., are usuallv well 
documented. 

The other major component of flow, the surface wind-induced Ekman drift, which combines with the 
geostrophic flow to determine the actual water movement in the ocean surface layer, presents a different 
sort of problem. It cannot be inferred from any siqnal that is measured within the Ocean and varies 
rapidly, adjusting to wind variations on a time scale of less than a day (except very close to the equator). 
It can be estimated from the field of wind stress on the sea surface. This stress field must be constructed 
from scattered reports from ships at sea and from observations at coastal stations which may be distorted 
by effects of local land topograohy. Because of the rapid variation, frequent samDling is reqriired. 
preferably at  intervals of twelve hours or less. Standard reporting periods have been established bv 
international convention to provide synoptic samplings which are disseminated globallv. These are 
arranged into consistent analyzed fields by various national meteorological agencies, commonly at  6- 
hourlv, or even 3-hourly intervals. 

3. Method developed by Ronald J ,  Lvnn, Southwest Fisheries Center, National Marine Fisheries Servlce, N0.4.4, 
La Jolla, Californla, 92037. 

4. Institute of Oceanographic Sciences, Bidston Observatory, Birkenhend, Mersevside L43 7 R A ,  Endand. 
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Figure 1. 
regions: 
CURRENT (0000 (MT, Feb. 12, 1980). C. the PERU CLlRRNT (1800 aT, Feb. 7 ,  1980), and D. the BENREU 
CURRENT (1900 Gmt, Feb. 7 ,  1980). 

Typical synoptic report distributions in  the four major eastern boundarv current upwelling 
A. the CALIFORNIA CURRENT (distribution shown i s  for 0600 GW, Jan. 11, 1980). B. the M Y  

The report density available in anv synoptic sampling for any of the major subtropical eastern 
boundary current regions does not normally exceed several per 54egee  latitude - lonqitude %quare” 
(Figure 1). In order to form consistent time series from such sporadic report distributions, i t  is necessarv 
to spread the largescale information represented in the observations to consistent geographical locations 
and to suppress measurement and transmission errors and small-scale information which is 
nonrepresentative of the largescale. The analysis procedures used by meteorological agencies to orepare 
synoptic data fields for forecast purposes are designed to accomplish these s a m e  results, and thus provide 
a resource for the production of sea surface wind stress time series. Many of the standard analysis 
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procedures (e.g. Holl and Mendenhall, 1972) are designed for use in temperate latitudes and make use of 
the stronc geostrophic coupling between wind and atmospheric pressure distributions to emplov both tvpes 
of observations and thereby increase the data base. In the tropics, where the geostrophic couolinq 
becomes weak these methods do not work well. However, there are certain analysis procedures designed 
specifically for the tropics (e.g. Lewis, 1972) which are in routine use at the present time. 

Once an estimate of the wind field over the sea surface is available it can be readily converted to R n  
estimate of the surface Ekman transport field in the ocean. However it is important to note that the 
linkaqe of wind velocitv to wind stress is non-linear. Thus, where time averages are to be made, the 
averaging should be performed after the stress computation. Bakun (1973) has shown that time series of 
monthly alongshore stress estimates computed from monthly mean winds at  locations near the west coast 
of North America correlate highly with correspondinq series of monthly means of synoptic stress 
computations. The high correlation is probably due, at least in part, to the effect of coastal topoqraphv in 
constraining the directional variation of the wind. Thus, although it seems likely that similar high 
correlation would occur in other eastern boundary current regions with coastal mountain ranges, it 
remains an untested assumption. In regions where the directional variance of the wind is hiph, in the mid- 
latitude central ocean, for example, such an assumption is probably unwarranted. Bakun (1973, 1975) has 
discussed certain other problems in using analyzed atmospheric fields near coastal boundaries. 

A major unsolved problem is the assignment of "error bars" to the stress estimates computed from 
atmsopheric analyses. The estimates appear to be quite adequate for defining variations on the energetic 
"synoptic atmospheric event" and "seasonal" scales, and to identify major interyear differences. However, 
their adequacy in defining subtle differences among groupings of years remains undemonstrated. 

Ekman transport is calculated as the ratio of the wind stress magnitude to the local value of the 
Coriolis parameter and is directed 90' degrees to the right (left) of the stress in the northern (southern) 
hemisphere. The finescale vertical structure of the Ekman drift velocity field depends on vertical eddv 
viscosity characteristics which are not well known; however the total transport of water in the layer 
between the sea surface and the depth at which the drift velocity becomes neqligible does not deoend on 
these characteristics, and can be inferred from the wind stress alone. The depth of negligible Ekman drift 
velocities is likewise not well known. However, as mentioned above, most of the transport probably 
occurs in the upper 20 to 30 meters. It  is unlikely that appreciable Ekman drift would penetrate below the 
surface mixed layer into the stratified portion of the water column. Aggregates of organism's which are 
continually being mixed over a depth range as deep as or deeper than the Ekman layer can be assumed to 
move with the Ekman transport; in this case a drift speed can be assigned bv dividing the Ekman transport 
by the depth of mixing. 

The upper portion of the Ekman layer would tend to move at a lesser angle to the direction of the 
wind stress. Classical Ekman theory, assuming a constant vertical eddy viscosity, predicts the free ocean 
surface to move at  an angle of 45' to the wind. An analysis by Madsen (19771, in which he assumes an 
eddy viscosity varying linearly with depth, yields a surface deflection of about 10'. Emoirical studies 
reported by Stommel (1954) found speeds of drift at  the sea surface to be of the order of 1/20 to 1/30 of 
the  wind speed, with deflection angles usually between 30' and 60'. 

Detailed specification of the vertical distribution of Ekman velocity is not available. The classical 
Ekman spiral is not generally observed. The interaction of Langmuir-type circulations (Scott, et. al., 
1969), etc., is not well understood. However, we can be quite certain that the Ekman transport concept is 
realistic, at  least in a time- and space- average sense, both from dvnamical necessities (Greenspan, 1968) 
and from climatological correspondences of wind and oceanic distributions (e.& Wooster and Reid, 1963; 
Wooster, Bakun, and McLain, 1976). For fisheries applications, it appears necessary to make do with the 
concept of Ekman transport, modified by a somewhat vague notion that the very surface moves at  an 
angle more directly downwind than does the depth-inteerated transport. At the equator the Coriolis 
parameter goes to zero and so the Ekman transport relationship "blows up"; the evidence of equatorial 
divergence of ocean surface waters indicates some degree of Ekman effect acting even verv near the 
equator. 
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Direct measurements of Ocean flow cannot generally provide the required time Rnd space coverage 
required for operational fishery management purposes. One type of direct measurement which has been 
useful' in climatolopical studies of eastern boundary currents (Wooster, et. al., 1976; Bakun, et. al., 1974; 
Bakun and Nelson, 1977; Bakun, 1978) is the so-called "ship drift" observation. These are differences, 
attributed to Ocean currents, between deadreckoning and verified positions as recorded in ships log books. 
These have been gathered since the last century and have provided the basis for much of our knowledge of 
large scale ocean currents. The data contain a very large error variance, being based on differences 
between rather uncertain navigational fixes, estimates of ship speed, etc., and require a very large sample 
to achieve a meaningful estimate of mean current speed. Although observations are rejected when wind 
speeds are very hiKh, the data are undoubtedly contaminated by the effects of wind on the ships super- 
structures. The data apoear adequate to define long-term mean seasonal variations, but are not numerous 
enough to be useful in indicating interyear variability. 

Vertical Stabilitv 

Recent work (Laker, 1978) has indicated extreme sensitivity of anchovy reproductive success to the 
breaking up of finescale food strata bv wind mixing during earlv larval feeding. We can estimate 
variations of wind mixing energy added to the water column from available analyzed wind fields; the 
energy added varies in rough proportion to the cube of the wind speed (Elsberry and Garwood, 1978). The 
stability of the upper water column, which would oppose such mixing miqht be estimated from vertical 
temperature and salinity structure. Little is known concerning the time scales of aggregation of food 
strata or the ability of the food organisms to themselves resist dispersion by turbulence. I t  is difficult to 
formulate a proper index of the wind effect in this case. A first impulse is to look at interyear variations 
in the cube of the wind speed averaged over a spawning season as the relevant factor. However, it 
orobably is not the average intensity that is critical, but the existence of sufficient time-space "windows!' 
within which wind-induced turbulence does not exceed a certain critical value. We do not know what the 
critical value is and we do not know the lencth of time required for formation of the food concentrations 
needed for successful first frsding of larvae. This appears to be a very fruitful ground for research. 
Application of recent advances in Oceanic mixed layer Fodelling should be helpful in determining at  what 
point turbulence would be initiated. Repetitive samplings of biological microstructure under varving wind 
conditions would begin to define time scales of aggregation and ability to resist dispersion. Perhaps 
comparative studies of conditions in areas where fish normally spawn (Le. favorable to larval survival by 
natural selection), as opposed to conditions in areas where spawning does not occur, would yield some 
information on normal requirements for reproductive success. Such information might then be used to 
define a formulation to correctly indicate the effect on year-class success of interyear variations in wind- 
induced turbulence. 

Temperature 

Sea temperature is probably the most commonly used environmental variable in studies of bioloqical 
variations. There are several reasons for this. Probably most important is that temoerature has a direct 
physiological effect. The rates of biological processes increase and decrease with temperature, and 
extremely unfavorable temperatures can be lethal. Thus, temperature can define limits of Occurrence; 
anomalous temperature conditions, by changing growth and maturation rates, can cause disruptions and 
mismatches in the timing of critical life cycle events. Of perhaps nearly equal importance is the 
availability of temperature data, due in some extent to the simplicitv and ease of the measurement. 
Finally, temperature provides a signal of important Ocean processes; for example in eastern boundary 
current regions, cool sea surface temperatures are often related to coastal upwelling or to horizontal 
advection from higher latitudes. 

Sea surface temperature is routinely measured and reported by ships at  sea. The observations are 
distributed internationally through the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). Subsurface 
temperature observations are much less plentiful, but  these are also gathered and distributed by WMO and 
the In'tergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) through the IGOSS program. Sea temperature is 
also routinely measured at rr.any coastal stations. These observations have the advantage of being a 
generally continuous time series at  a consistent location. They are sometimes subject to very local 
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influences, often being located in or near harbors and estuaries. Temperature signals from coastal 
stations located within a region occupied by a single fish stock can exhibit a disconcerting degree of 
noncorrelation. 

This brings up the problem of how to choose from a variety of available temperature sipnals in 
attempting to define a useful relationship to biological events. The procedure of searchine a number of 
possible signals to find the "most oertinent" one, Le., the one that yields the best correlation, and then 
applying a standard significance test to the regression results in a misleading overestimate of 
significance. After all, a 95% significance level signifies only that the chance of an equivalent decree of 
correlation from unrelated random series is one in twenty. Thus if one tests four unrelated series the 
probability of finding a correlation simificant at the 95% level is increased to one chance in five, 
corresponding to an 80% significance level which may be inadequate to confidentlv reject a null 
hypothesis of no relationship. 

Various methods are employed to summarize scattered temperature observations to oroduce time 
series indicative of conditions in the environment. None should be used blindly. The space scales of 
temperature variation in the Ocean mav be quite small and not well sampled by the available distribution 
of observations. Thus the variation in distribution of reports may introduce spurious variability capable of 
obscuring the true variation. Averaging by areal segments of the ocean surface (e.g. McLain, 1978) can be 
a particular problem in coastal upwelling regions where horizontal temperature gradients are large. 

Use of meteorological-type "objective analysis" procedures (e.& Laevastu and Hela, 1970), where 
available data is spread to areas where data is lacking, mag involve similar time series distortions. Often 
climatology is used in these procedures to fill large space-time data gaps. The resulting time series can 
be difficult to interpret; methods for establishing error limits are not available. 

Recently there has been widespread use of empirical orthogonal function (or principal component) 
analysis in studies of climatic fluctuations (Preisendorfer, 1977). In this way temperature series from 
several locations can be combined into a single series, based on the linear combination which exDlains the 
largest fraction of the total variance of the individual series (Weare, Novato, and Newell, 1976). These 
techniques have not yet been widely used in fishery studies. They can probably be useful if properly 
employed. However, there should always be a firm physical basis for believing that the linear combination 
which contains the most variance is a more pertinent indicator of the effect upon the biological mocess of 
interest than is s o m e  other possible combination. Otherwise, one is simply adding another time series to a 
situation in which the major need is to limit the choices of explanatory series so that the concept of 
statistical significance can be meaningful. 

Convergence, divergence, upwelling 

An important aspect of the surface Ekman drift is that it is subject to stronq convergences and 
divergences, convergence being a net gain of surface water a t  a point due to spatial vadients in 
horizontal transport, and divergence being a net loss. Thus sinkinq waters are generally found 
immediately below surface convergences, and rising waters below divergences. 

Floating organisms would tend to be concentrated in areas of convergence and dispersed in areas of 
divergence. The rising waters in areas of divergence can aid non-motile phytoplankton in remaining in 
favorable light intensities for photosynthesis. Rising deeper waters replenish exhausted nutrient 
concentrations at  the surface and cool the surface layers. Spatial gradients in surface convergence or 
divergence can tilt the subsurface density structure and establish sea surface slopes which alter the 
underlying geostrophic current field. Thus convergence and divergences in the surface wind drift affect 
the biological environment in a variety of ways and on a variety of scales; variations in the wind stress at 
the sea surface are probably the major external driving forces leading to biological perturbations. 

The strongest convergence and divergence can occur next to a coastal boundary where transport 
gradients essentially reflect a step increase from zero on the continent to a finite value in the ocean. 
Where the surface transport adjacent to the coast is directed offshore, the result is locally wind induced 
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coastal upwelling. Bakun (1973) produced time series estimates of monthly variations in the onshore- 
offshore component of Ekman transport. These were called "upwelling indices" (after Wooster and Ried. 
1963) to call attention to the fact that, lacking direct measurements of coastal upwellinr intensitv, the 
variations in the local driving force, the alongshore wind stress, may be the best available indicator of 
upwelling variations. 

Recent research has indicated the likelihood of poleward prooaqation of upwelline characteristics. 
This appears to be less important. at  least on the seasonal scale, in the hieher latitude eastern boundarv 
current upwelling repions (Smith, 1974; Bakun, et. al. 1974; Wooster, et. al. 1976) than in the lower latitude 
regions, for example, the Peru (Smith, 1978) and Guinea (Bakun, 1978) coasts. However, even in Peru, 
Smith (1980) finds that the onshore-offshore comoonent of flow is well reoresented by the locally wind- 
induced Ekman transport. 

*tarr,n wmo *7"1.( cum The onshore-offshore scale of the 
coastal divergence is related to the baroclinic 

. ,  Rossbv radius of deformation (Mooers and 
Allen, 1973) which is of the order of 10 to 20 
4m in subtropical regions, althoucrh features of 
the continental shelf toDogaphy may, under 

v certain circumstances, cause seaward 
expansion of this scale (Huyer, 1976). Offshore 

! of this coastal boundarv region, the 
convergence and divergence of surface Ekman 
drift is controlled bv the wind stress curl 
(Fofonoff, 1963), which is a measure of the 
"rotation" in the wind field represented bv 
curvature or shear (Fig. 2). Monthly surface 
layer divergence indices based on wind stress 
curl estimates were proposed b v  Bakun and 
Nelson (1977). The oroblem of establishina 
expected error bars on these estimates is even 
more bothersome in this case than in the case 
of Ekman transport indices since the process 
of taking derivatives amplifies errors. This 
oroblem is presently unsolved and the 
significance of computed wind stress curl 
anomalies is uncertain at  this point. However, 

Fikwre 2 .  
transnort. 
clockwise fcyclonic) rotation due to  either cu r -  
vature or  shear i n  the wind field; since the 
Ekman transport is directed pe~~endicularlv t q  
the right of the stress the result is  Ekman d i -  
verzence i n  either case. 
the clockxise [anticyclonic) rotation i n  the 
field; the result is Ekman convercence. Chelton (1980) has reported a significant 

relationship between wind stress curl 
variations computed in this manner and low frequencv variations in the onshore-offshore contrast in flow 
of the California Current, Le., the tendency for the flow to be less southward (more northward) near the 
coast than in the offshore reeion. 
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Wind stress curl and resultinq Elanan 
Positive curl e?cpresses the anti- 

Xegtive curl e.xpresses 

The couplinq of the surface convergence or divergence associated with the coastal boundarv with 
that occurrinq offshore of the boundary zone presents possibilities for various combinations (Fig. 3) of 
probable biological significance. For example, a situation of coastal upwelling; with negative wind stress 
curl causing offshore convergcnce (Fig. 3(d)) would favor concentration of drifting organisms upon being 
transDorted out of the coastal uowellinq zone. This particular situation appears to be tvpical of the 
central Baja California upwelling center (Bakun and Nelson, 1977). 

The effect of such couplinas on the geostrophic current pattern can apparently have biological 
consequences. For example, the negative curl area off central Baja California corresponds to an avparent 
"blocking" of northward counterflow along the coast durinq the fall relaxation of upwelling;-induced 
southward circulation (Bakun and Nelson, 1977). Semi-independent gyral circulations occur in the positive 
curl regions to the north and south (Fig. 4). These correspond to the areas of occurrence of separate 
subpopulations of California Current pelagic fishes including sardine (Clark, 1947), Pacific mackerel 
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Figure 3. 
convergence or divergence a t  the coast (due to 
the onshore-offshore component of Ehan trans- 
port) and that (due to wind stress curl) occur- 
ring offshore of the coastal boundary zone. A. 
Onshore Elanan transport and positive wind stress 
curl; convergence and downwelling a t  the coast, 
devergence and upwellinp offshore. B. Onshore 
Flonan transport and negative wind stress curl ;  
convergence and downwelling a t  the coast, con- 
tinued convergence offshore. C. Offshore Ekman 
transport and positive wind stress curl; dever- 
gence and upwellin5 a t  the coast, continued di- 
vergence offshore. D. Offshore Ekman t T X I S p f l  
and negative wind stress curl; divergence and 
upwelling a t  the coast, convergence offshore. 

TTes of couplings between surface 

(Roedel, 1952) and northern anchovv (Vrooman 
and Smith, 1971). This suRgests the possibility 
that fluctuations of the wind stress curl 
pattern could influence exchanges between 
subpopulations. Indeed, Parrish and MacCall 
(1978) find variations in the wind stress curl in 
the redon of separation to be significantly 
related to recruitment variations in the 
Pacific mackerel stock to the north. 

The smaller scale features of the stress 
and stress curl (Fig. 4(a)) distribution produced 
bv Nelson (1977) by compositinq many years of 
data, cannot be resolved by the observations 
generally available in a synoptic sampling (Fig. 
1). Thus time series indicators can only be 
produced on a considerably larger scale (Bakun 
and Nelson, 1977). Estimates of fluctuations 
of wind stress features of the size of the 
negative curl lobe must presently rely on an 
untested assumption that such features would 
fluctuate in phase with and in the same sense 
as the larger scale pattern in which they are 
embedded. 

Satellite Measurements 

Measurements from earth-rbiting 
satellites have been heralded as the answer to 
manv of society's environmental monitoring 
data needs. Recently, the US. Government 
placed into orbit a satellite (SEASAT-A) 
specificallv designed for ocean science 
purposes. Satellite measurements have been 
valuable in indicating sea temperature 
structures as a tactical aid to fishing 
operations; satellites have also improved the 
weather advisory services which are vital to 
the operation of a fishery. However, w e  are 
not aware of their use to date on the fishery 
management problem. 

The infra-red or microwave radiation sensors are not as yet accurate enough to define the subtle 
long-term variations which would be reflected in fish stock fluctuations. Satellite mounted altimeters 
may be capable of recognizing the existence of sea surface slopes characteristic of swift ocean currents 
such as the Gulf Stream: their precision does not yet approach that required to indicate fluctuations in 
broad-scale mean flow velocity in eastern boundary currents, although it may be adequate to recognize 
major eddy structures. 

The wind sensing capabilities of satellites offer s o m e  very enticing prospects for uses in fishery 
management studies. The 50-km resolution which is designed for the microwave scatterometer which was 
placed on SEASAT-A would allow synoptic viewing of features the size of the negative wind stress curl 
lobe off central Baja California (Fig. 4(a)), Le., on the scale that wind stress features may actually affect 
fish stocks. 
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Another general requirement for wide application to fishery manaeement is that a data source be 
available in long time series so that models based on it can be verified against observed fish stock 
variations. This necessitates some years lag between the introduction of new technologv systems such as 
satellites and tehmetering buoys, and their usefulness in this sense. This delav can be eliminated if the 
new available information can be used to "calibrate" existing time series. For example, if  the abilitv to 
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view small scale wind stress curl patterns would allow us to define their relationship to the laree scale 
synoptic weather patterns which can be defined bv the density of synoptic ship reoorts available 
historically, models using the small-scale phvsical mechanisms could be based on the larpe scale time 
series. 

Inteqrators of multiple processes 

Where possible, it is preferable to use indicators of the particular processes which are actually 
affecting the organisms. Sometimes such indicators are either not available or else a precise notion of 
the relative importance of various processes may be lacking. In these cases, using time series which 
reflect more than one process or which are considered indicative of ceneral environmental trnnsitions may 
be the only resort. 

An important example of this sort of time series is the Southern Oscillation Index (Bjerknes, 1969) 
which is indicative of major transitions in the coupled ocean-atmosohere svstem; Quinn (1978) has used 
this index to predict El Nino invasions off Peru. Indeed, El Nino itself has come to be regarded as an 
important index of Pacific-wide variations. Chelton (1980) has reoorted a correspondence between 
chanees in t he  broadscale background flow of the California Current and El Nino occurrence. 
Raumgarter, et. al. (1979) report that conditions in the Gulf of California are dominated by variations 
correspondinq to El Nino occurrences. 

Long time scale variations in atmospheric pressure are some'times used as an explanatory variable in 
emoirical studies of fish stock variation. (See section on Pacific mackerel, below.) It is unlikely that the 
actual pressure experienced by the organisms has any significant effect on survival; a change in depth of a 
couole of feet would involve oressure changes comparable to any atmospheric pressure fluctuations. 
However, just as barometric pressure is useful in indicating weather changes, it is related to variations in 
atmospheric effects on the ocean environment. Where low atmospheric pressure is related to occurrence 
of cyclonic storms, anomalous mean barometric pressure may be indicative of (1) anomalous Ekman 
transport conditions which disrupt upwelling normally produced at  the eastern edqe of a subtropical hiFh 
pressure svstem, (2)  negative wind stress curl, (3) increased wind-induced mixing of the upper ocean, (1) 
decreased solar radiation due to cloud cover, etc. However, each of these effects can be estimated 
seoaretelp; in our opinion it is preferable to indicate separately each process involved in as precise a 
manner as possible. If it is considered necessarv, because of limited deqrees of freedom, etc., to combine 
multiple processes into a single series this should be done in a rational manner, based on the available 
understanding of the interacting effects of the processes involved. 

Other "integrators" which have been used in fisherv studies include tree rinp width (Cushinp. 1979). 
sunspot activity '(Favorite and Ingraham, 1978), and very long term average air' temperature (Cushinc; 
1979). 

Even carefully designed indices of individual processes can unavoidably become inteerators of 
several interacting environmental effects. As described above, surface layer divergence indices indicate 
both the effects of the divergence or convergence of planktonic material and the linked effects of the 
wind stress curl on the geostrophic flow field. Upwelling indices are related to variations in upwelling or 
downwelling, offshore transport, and the near-coastal alongshore current. Sea temperature variations 
can be linked to biological variations through direct physiological effects, and throueh the dependence of 
temperature on upwelling, horizontal advection, and turbulent mixing. Obviouslv, the fisherv- 
environmental problem is not simple, and in the situation of severelv limited decrees of freedom, it is well 
to take great care to avoid generating statistical nonsense. 

Independence of data points 

Environmental time series are often found to contain a certain amount of serial correlation, Le., a 
level of persistence affecting multiple data points. This can be caused both by real variations of period 
longer than the sampling interval and by inhomoaeneties in the time series introduced bv chanKes in 
sampling method, instrument location, etc. These causes are often difficult to separate. 
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For example, methods of producing atmospheric analvses such as are used as input data in Bakun's 
(1973) upwelling index computations have evolved from subjective hand analysis of reports in the 1940'9 and 
1950's to fully automated objective procedures in recent vears. In addition, the distribution of reports also 
changes over time; it is possible that the  establishment of a reoortinp station in an area which was 
previously undersampled could cause a major disruption of the consistency of the indicator series. Even A 
direct measurement such as sea level is subject to vertical movements of the earth's crust uoon which the 
gaupe is mounted. Temperature series can be disrupted bv such thinps RS harbor construction near a 
measurement site, or bv changes in the measurement technique such as the oroqressive conversion fro3 
bucket thermometers to sea water intake thermometers on reporting vessels. 

Even when longer term features in a time series represent real environmental chances, they rnav be 
undesirable in an analvsis. If a correlation is controlled by longer period features, the number of decrees 
of freedom assumed in order to estimate statistical confidence m u s t  be reduced to some frsction of the 
available number of data points. This represents a further limitation of the severely limited deErees of 
freedom typically available in fishery data series. 

High-pass filtering of data series before testing for a relationship is one wav to minimize the 
likelihood of arriving at unwarranted conclusions. If an apparent correlation disappears after high-pass 
filtering, then inhomogeneities must be considered as a source of error. The assumed dearees of freedom 
should be reduced to the number of observations which can be assumed to be independent of one another. 
(See section on Pacific mackerel, for example.) 

POPULATION BIOLOGY CONSIDER ATlON S 

Population fluctuations of fishes are caused by an interplay between the biology of the organisms, 
(i.e. the genetic and age structure of the population) and the environmental conditions encountered bv the 
population. In exploited stocks there is the further complication of alterations in the genetic and ape 
structure of the population caused by selective fishing mortality. Before the understandinn of a fisheries 
resource can go bevond rudimentary levels the stock structure of the resource must  be adequatelv 
described. Knowledge of the number of reproductively isolated stocks, a description of their spawning 
grounds, distribution, and relative population size is a prerequisite to understanding their population 
dynamics. The lack of speciation in the pelaEic fishes within t h e  various eastern boundarv current reZions 
suggests that there is some degree of interchange within each recion. In the pelagic fishes of the 
California Current region the number of reproductivelv-isolated stocks appears to be relativelv small and 
these stocks appear to be separated into subregions which can be described bv surface transport, patterns 
(Parrish et al, Ms). Existence of smaller, reproductively-isolated units (stocklets) within the subreeions 
,has not been documented; however Little research has been done to test this possibilitv. Once the stock 
structure is defined the principal research and management concern centers around the determination of 
fishing strategy that will maximize and stabilize lonp-term yield from the stocks or stocks. In small 
pelagic fishes the principal factor that prevents maximization and stabilization of vield is the high demee 
of variability in stock size. 

SpaWner-ReCrUit relationships 

One of the most pervasive questions of fisheries biology is the relationship between parent stock 
size and reproductive success (usuallv refered to as recruitment). Near extremes of views on this question 
were presented in Clark and Marr's (1955) classic paper on the California sardine fishery. Clark suggested 
that at  low and moderate stock sizes recruitment was directly proportional to parental stock size and that 
at  high stock sizes recruitment declined with increasing stock size. Marr suggested that over the 
expected range of stock size recruitment was unrelated to stock size. These two views are shown 
graphically in Figure Sa. The relationship between parental stock size and reproductive success can be 
expressed in different ways. For example, is recruitment dependent upon parental stock size or i s  the 
rate of recruitment dependent upon stock size? In the first case the dependent variable is recruitment 
(Le. numbers of recruits or recruit biomass) in the second case the dependent variable is the recruitment 
rate; (Le. recruits per spawner or recruit biomass per spawning biomass). When viewed from the rate 
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Figure 5 .  Stock-recruitment functions. 

TABLE 2 .  Stock-recruit models 

Ricker: R = a Pe-bP 

Beverton & Holt: 

Cushing: R = ap-' 

R = Recruitment 
P = Parent stock size 
a = density-independent coefficient 
b = density-dependent coefficient 

R = P/(a + hF) 

viewooint Clark's model implies that recruits 
per spawner are independent of stock size at  
low and moderate parental stock sizes and are 
inversly dependent on parental stock qize at 
hiah parental stock sizes. Varr's model 
implies that the number of recruits per 
spawner continuouslv declines as omental 
stock size increases; it is therefore densitv- 
deoenden t. 

The recruitment rate can he viewed as 
the summation of a stock's reproductive, 
growth, and mortalitv rates up to the age at 
recruitment. If decreased stock size results in 
increased growth or reproductive rate or in 
decreased mortalitv, the recruitment is 
termed compensatory density-deoendent. 
That is, the relative recruitment success 
increases at lower stock sizes. The 
mechanisms for this type of change include 
features such as intraspecific competition for 
food, lower growth rates, lower fecunditv, and 
cannibalism at higher stock sizes. If the rate 
of recruitment decreases at  low stock sizes 
the stock is said to have depensatorv density- 
dependence. The principal mechanism 
suqgested for depensatorv density-dependence 
is increased natural mortalitv associated with 
smaller school sizes that might occur at small 
stock sizes (Clark, 1974). 

The mathematics that have been used to 
describe the relationships between parental 
stock size and recruitment principally consisr 
of alternative extinction curves. These 
extinction curves are used to describe the 
relationship between recruits per spawner and 
spawning stock size. The most commonly used 
models are those proposed bv Ricker (1975: 
282), Cushinr (1971), and Beverton and Holt 
(1957: 49). These models are listed in Tnbie 2 
and shown eraohicallv in Figure 5b. All three 

models have a densityhdependent Term which can be 
envisioned as describing the intrinsic rate of increase, 
and a density-dependent term which is a compensatory 
term that has the effect of reducine the rate of 
increase as the stock size increases. 

The Ricker (loeistic) model has the largest 
compensatorv term and implies that at hiqh stock 
sizes recruitment is low; the potential shaoe of the 
Ricker curve is quite variable. The Peverton and Holt 
(asymptotic) model implies that at  hieh stock sizes 
recruitment reaches an asymptotic maximum. The 
CushinE (allometric) model implies thAl recruitment 
increases with stock size but at a continuouslv 
decreasing rate. 
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The choice of which model to use for a particular stock should be related to the hvDothesis that is 
envisioned to limit the stock. If there is good reason to believe that there are very strong density- 
dependent effects in recruitment, Le. if the spawning Erounds are much more limited in size that the 
feeding grounds or if canniba!ism by adults is significant, the Ricker model may be approoriate. The 
anadromous stocks of salmonids for which the model was originallv developed are a good example for the 
use of the Ricker model. If the "gate mechanism" is expected, i.e. if  nursing grounds have a relativelv 
constant carrying capacitv, the Beverton and Holt model is aporopriate. The olaice (Pleuronedes 

latessa), for which t h e  model was originally developed are a good example for its use. If the critical 
h r  match-mismatch) hypotheses is considered to be the principal factor controlling recruitment the 
Cushing model may be most appropriate. The California stock of sardine is a good example for the use of 
this model (MacCall, 1979). 

The Ricker model, due to its flexibility of shape, can approximate the shape of all three of the 
above examples as long as it is only applied to the stock sizes for which there is sufficient data to justifv 
its usage. Of course none of the regression fits should be extended beyond the ranqe of the data to which 
it was fitted. The methods used for fitting the various models include linear regression, linear regression 
wi th  transformed variables, and iterative nonlinear regression. Models fitted with logrithmicallv 
transformed variables are fitted to the geometric mean rather than the arithmetic mean and are hiesed 
towards low expected values. Corrections for this type of bias are described by Beauchamp and Ohlson 
(1973). 

Life History Stages 

Stock-recruitment models work best if  the observed variation from the model is small and random. 
The models give biased predictions if the variation from the model is large, if it contains time series 
trends, or if there is autocorrelation in the residuals (Sissenwine, 1977). The predictive capabilitv of 
stock-recruitment models has not proven to  be of great value in stocks of small pelagic fishes which  have 
high natural mortality rates. This type of stock, in which recruits comprise a large proportion of the 
exploitable biomass, appear to be susceptible to recruitment overfishing during unfavorable environmental 
periods (Paulik, 1971; Cushing, 1975; Murphy, 1972). 

Research into stock-recruitment relationships requires extensive ape composition sampling of the 
catch and manv years of data at  different stock sizes. Recruitment, while not easv to measure, can be 
reasonably estimated in stocks which have large fisheries and extensive sampling of the catch. The fact 
that only one data point is accrued per year puts a severe limitation upon the determination of factors 
influencing recruitment processes. Stocks which have extended spawning seasons with potential multiple 
peaks, such as the Engraulis stocks of the Peru and California Current regions, have special problems in 
estimation of recruitment. In the California Current only two pelagic stocks have enough data at 
different stock sizes to produce statistically meaningful stock-recruitment relationships (The California 
stock of Sardino s (Murphy, 1966; MacCall, 1979) and the California stock of Scomber (Parrish and 
MacCall, l d b o t h  of these stocks the stock-recruitment relationships are characterized bv verv flat 
curves with a large amount of scatter in the data points. In both, compensatory densitv-dependent 
processes appear to be minor and the Cushing model, which implies that highest recruitment occurs at  
large stock size, provided the best statistical fit. However, over the range of stock size that is likely to 
occur with heavy exploitation the Cushing, Ricker, and Beverton and Holt stock-recruitment functions 
would all produce similar curves. 

If a significant portion of the variation in recruitment is associated with environmental fluctuations, 
spawner-recruit models can potentially be improved by inclusion of the associated environmental terms. 
Recruitment is therefore probably best described with models developed with multiole repression. The 
Cushing and particularlv the Ricker models have several features that make them the best candidates for 
the development of density end environmental-dependent multiple reqression models. As  Ricker (1975) has 
pointed out the effect of environmental variation is expected to be multiplicative. The dependent 
variable in these two models are logarithmically transformed variables which allows the environmental 
terms to be exponential terms which have geometric effects. The Ricker model is particularly well suited 
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for the development of regression models as the dependent variable is the natural logarithm of recruits 
per spawner, or recruit biomass per spawning biomass (In R/P). Therefore the terms which best describe 
the survival rate are those included in the model. If the model that best describes "ln R/P" is develooed 
with stepwise multble regression with parental stock size and environmental variables as independent 
variables the model will be less biased than the case where the environmental variables are repressed 
against the residuals of the Ricker model (Le., i f  the residuals are the dependent variable). 

The final multiple repression model, incorporatinq both density and environmental terms, can then 
be transformed (bv exponentiation) to an exmession of absolute recruitment. I f  desirable the bias i n  
expected value resultinq from the fact that the model is fitted to the qeometric mean of the observed 
data can then be avoided by nonlinear regression. The coefficients develowd with the stepwise multiDle 
regression can be used as starting values in an iterative nonlinear repression. Environmentallv-related 
variation is likelv to be the result of many biotic and abiotic processes. Due to the limited number of 
observations and attendant problems with deqrees of freedom onlv a small number of terms can be 
statisticallv justified. Therefore unless the environmentallv-related variations in the rate of recruitment 
are dominated bv one or a small number of environmental orocesses or features the inclusion of 
environmental effects is unlikelv to be of much benefit. 

The processes requlating the populations of exploitable marine fishes break naturallv into three 
staqes, based both upon life history phases and data sources. These staees %re the earlv life historv, 
juvenile and post-recruit stages. The earlv life historv staqe is limited to the oeriod when the orpanisms 
are larpely planktonic. This stage is characterized bv verv high rnortalitv. The bulk of information 
concerning this stage comes from egq and larval survevs, field studies and laboratorv experiments. The 
earlv life historv, as used here, ends at  about the time that the larvae become mobile enouph to avoid egg 
and larvae survev nets. The juvenile stage is essentially the stage that is UnsusceDtible to capture bv 
either egg and larvae survev nets or commercial fishinp Fear. From a modellinp viewpoint the feature 
that characterizes this staee is the lack of information. The Dost-recruit staqe is the staee that is 
susceDtible to capture bv comnercial qear. X large proportion of the knowledee of this stage consists of 
information gathered from the fishery. 

Modellinq of anv one of these three life historv staqes is a difficult task and there presently are no 
stocks for which fully developed models of all three life history stages are develmed. Modellinp of the 
individual life history stages is dominated bv models of the post-recruit stape with a lesser total effort on 
the early life history stage and practically no effort on the juvenile stape. Modelling of anv one of the 
life history stapes must necessarily iqnore many of the relationships and Drocesses that occur in the other 
life history staqes. The following sections describe some of the weaknesses of models which concentrate 
on only one of the life historv stages. 

Post-recruit modelline 

The bulk of the current population models of fish stocks is composed of models which are focused on 
the post-recruit stage. Adeauacy of the models is primarily limited by first order aDproximations of the 
parameters which describe the growth, mortalitv, and recruitment rates. Population fluctuations occur 
through the alteration of one or more of these rates and the mechanisms that cause these alterations are 
largely related to differences in stock size, environmental conditions and age composition of the stock. 
Determination of relationships of the environmental state, stock ape comoosition and stock size to 
qrowth, mortalitv and recruitment rates requires data from extensive lonq-term samplinn programs. Such 
data are verv sparse and most of our current information is from a few wellstudied stocks. 

Growth is the easiest of the three required rates to measure. In addition, large numbers of samoles 
can be taken each year. Growth, therefore, is the best described rate. For purposes of describinq age- 
dependent growth, samples are largely independent if taken throuqh catch sampling proqrams or 
exploratory fishing. This independence does not extend to the testing of the relationship between stock 
size and growth rate or that between environmental state and qrowth rate. For the testing of these 
relationships only one observation accrues per year and these observations may be autocorrelated. 
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Documentation of changes in vowth associated with chances in stock size of post-recruit fishes is not 
common in the literature (Uurphy, 1977). This may be partially due to the fact that data is not often 
collected in a manner to show such chances. For example, weight at age is a more meaningful measure of 
growth than the more commonlv used lenqth a t  age. Of course a stock must also fluctuate over a wide 
range of stock size before a relationship between stock size and growth rate can be determined. Another 
reason that density-dependent changes in the growth rate are uncommon or relatively small is that when 
surplus energv is available it map be utilized for qonadal growth rather than somatic erowth. 
Compensatory gonadal growth can occur through earlier age at maturitv, increased batch fecundity or 
increased numbers of spawnines per year. Earlier age at  rnaturitv at lower stock size is a common feature 
in the stocks of small pelagic fishes of eastern boudarv currents and has been described in the California 
stocks of sardine (Vurphv, 1966) and mackerel (Parrish and MacCall, 1978) and the Peru stock of anchoveta 
(Valdivia, 1978). Verification of variation in batch fecundity or number of spawninqs per year is Dresentlv 
unavailable and will be difficult to obtain. Fecundity is usually considered to be proportional to bodv 
weight and is often expressed as the number of eges per unit body weiqht. If this is the case, even i f  there 
are no compensatorv chanRes in the number of eaprs per unit weight, fecundity will increase with 
compensatorv changes in the condition factor such as described for the California stock of sardine 
(MacGregor, 1959). Availabilitv of surplus energy can be the  result of compensatorv densitv-deDendence 
or favorable environmental state; with a limited set of observations it is difficult to sort out the two 
factors. Mortalitv rates are verv difficult to measure accuratelv and natural mortalitv in exploited stocks 
is confounded with fishing mortalitv. Essentially nothing is known of the dependence of mortalitv, in the 
post-recruit staRe, Upon stock size or environmental state. Heavily exploited stocks of small pelaFic 
fishes often exhibit increased total mortality with increased age within the post-recruit staqe (Paulik 
1970). It is not known if this is due to increasing natural or fishing mortality. 

Modelling juvenile fishes 

The present information on the juvenile stages of the pelagic fishes of eastern boundarv current 
regions is too incomplete to be of much use in population modelling. Information on mortality rates and 
on the processes affecting mortality is lackinq. The available field data base is lar-zelv limited to general 
descriptions of geoqraphical distribution plus some information on sizes of fish. Data is needed on the 
vertical distribution of juvenile fish. Laboratorv data is largely limited to growth data which is not 
verified against field data; although with the new daily aging techniques (Methot and Kramer, 1979) this is 
an area of active research. 

The stock-recruitment relationshiDs discussed previouslv moup the  processes affectinq the earlv life 
history and juvenile stages into a single process (Le., recruitment). The relative effect of the earlv life 
history and juvenile stages in determining recruitment fluctuations is not known. And it obviously must be 
determined separately for each stock. Although the early life historv stace is critical on the short time 
scale, in that it has very high mortality, there is little evidence that year class size can be predicted bv 
the numbers or concentrations of large larvae. For example, Smith (1978) has shown that the ratio of 
large larvae was nearlv constant over the period of 1952 - 1956 and has suggested that the largest source 
of variation in sardine year-class size occurred during the juvenile stage. One of the most perplexing 
problems concerninq recruitment processes in upwellinp: areas is the contribution of the larpe 
concentration of larvae which are found well offshore of the slope. 

Modelling the early life history stace 

Modelling of the early life historv staqe involves problems comparable to those of the Dost-recruit 
stage in addition to those particular to the early life history staEe. The value of post-recruit models is 
largely determined by how well thev predict the potential yields to the fishery and their adequacy is very 
sensitive to the accuracy of their stock-recruitment functions. Farlv life history models will eventually 
be evaluated on how accurately thev predict the number of larvae entering the juvenile stage. The 
adequacy of early life history models will in a similar way be sensitive to the accuracy of stock-ere 
functions. 
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Both juveniles and post-recruits have the Dotential to reduce the survival of eggs and/or larvae 
through cannibalism or competition for forage. They also have the potential to increase the survival of 
eggs and larvae through predation on potential egg and larval predators. However, the most obvious 
effects that the post-recruit stage has on the earlv life history staqe are those associated with the 
production and spawning of eggs. The numbers of ems, their qualitv, and their distribution in time and 
space are determined by processes affecting the post-recruit seqment of the stock. Fecunditv and egg 
qualitv can be altered by densitv-dependent or environmentallv related variations in the growth rate, 
condition factor, age at  maturitv, number of spawnings per year, and age structure of the post-recruit 
segment of the stock. 

The distribution of eags in time and space is influenced bv oceanographic conditions (i.e. 
temperature, currents, food availability, wind events) which affect the geographical distribution of the 
adults. Features which trigger spawning, although not well understood, could also include oceanographic 
conditions. Stock size also alters the geographical distribution of spawninq as a stock mav increase the 
size range, of its spawning rounds as stock size increases. The stock mav also saturate the available 
spawning grounds in both time and space when the stock is large. If this occurs the variance in the stock 
recruitment relationship should increase as stock size decreases. The age structure of the stock 
influences the time of spawning as older fish often start spawning earlier in the season than first time 
spawners. With species that have multiple spawning, older fish mav have a longer spawnine season than 
first-time spawners. 

The rates at which all of the above relationships between adults and their e q s  and larvae occur are 
potentially densitv-dependent. Density-dependent rate increases are more likely when lowered population 
size is caused bv exploitation rather than when it is caused by environmental changes which may 
independently affect the rates at which the processes occur. 

Several extremely sophisticated larval fish models have recentlv been published. (Vlvmen, 1977; 
Bever, In press) These models are well designed to model individual spawning spots. Thus thev are in 
many wavs analogous to yield-perrecruit models in that thev describe the survival and growth of a given 
amount of eggs or larvae. For the purposes of predicting reproductive success or recruitment of 
individual stocks for management purposes these tvpes of models have severe limitations. The models 
were, of course, not intended for manaqement purposes. The results of these models are deoendent uoon 
given environmental states. The limitations of the models are not primarily due to the structure of the 
models but rather to the lack of knowledge of the environmental variables in the models. Determination 
of the average environmental conditions encountered by eggs and larvae in a given year is beyond our 
present capabilities and resources. Even if we were able to establish the mean environmental conditions 
encountered by eggs and larvae it is likelv that the use of mean data would not result in good predictive 
capability due to patchiness problems. The survival of individual eggs and larvae is deDendent upon 
interactions that occur on very small space and time scales. These interactions are associated with 
processes which operate on a wide range of scales. Thus the survival from individual spawning spots is 
affected by a range of space scales from that of less than the size of a spawning spot to that of at  least 
the size of the spawninq grounds and a range of time scale from less than hours to at least the length of 
the spawning season plus the length of the early life historv stage. 

A possible solution to the integrating problem is the use of spatial compartment models to account 
for environmental state patchiness in the larger space scales. Smallerscale patchiness could be 
accounted for bv stochastic terms. Unfortunately while the environmental state mav be considered to be 
an additive process the response of individual spawning spots to environmental conditions is not additive. 
For example the survival of larvae after two days of starvation is dependent both on the age of the larvae 
and the feeding conditions, (Le., environmental state) on the days preceding the two days of starvation. 
The spatial comDartment model must therefore include age groups. The fact that processes affecting eca 
and larvae1 survival operate on short time scales implies that the models must be run with short time 
steps. Thus, the combination of requirements for adequate spatial detail, age composition, and short time 
steps will result in the requirement of a huge computer and considerable running time. 
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An alternative to the use of a large compartment model, which also requires less conceotual 
alteration of existing larval models, is to model individual spawning spots. The models could be moved 
around in fields of the environmental state as Lagrancian drifters. 

Eastern boundary current pelagic fishes have such extensive mawnine Erounds and extended 
spawning seasons that integration of scales becomes a major, perhaps dominant feature of anv predictive 
model of the early life history stage. 

RECENT ADVANCES - CALIFORNIA CURRENT REGION 
Anchovv - 

The data base on the northern anchovv Engraulis mordax is different from those for the other better 
known species in the California Current Reqion in that the majority of information comes from field and 
laboratorv studies rather than being taken from the fishery. There is more information available on eggs 
and larvae than on post-recruits. Most recent larvae work is well discussed in comoanion papers in this 
volume; w e  will therefore limit our discussion of recent anchovv research generally to orocesses having a 
larger scale than that affecting individual larvae. 

The anchovy is widely distributed throuqhout the California Current Svstem. Blood serum studies 
(Vrooman and Smith, 1971) show that there are three reproductivelv-isolated stocks (Fit?. 4(c)) which 
exhibit considerable differences in their seasonality of spawning. The spawning grounds of the stocks 
appear to be separated by oceanographic features. The northern and centre1 stocks are seoarated at  the 
Northern California upwelling maximum (Parrish et.al., MS) and the central and southern stocks are 
separated in the reqion where negative wind stress curl approaches the central Baja California coast (Fig. 
l(b)). The bulk of the information available on the anchovv concerns the central stock which extends from 
about 29'N to 38'N. 

The central stock of the northern anchovv, like the anchoveta of the Peru Curfent, spawns to some 
in both the oeak in the degee all year round, wi th  peaks in February-March and August-Seotember. 

winterspring transition is greater than the peak in the summer-fall transition. 

Lasker and coworkers (Lasker 1975, 1978; Lasker and Smith, 1977; Lasker and Zweifel 1978; Smith and 
Lasker, 1978) have shown that first feedine is a critical period for anchovv. Success of first feeding is 
associated with the occurrence of small scale concentrations of dinoflaeellates which can be dispersed bv 
wind events. However, the fact that the anchovy has such a long spawning season makes it verv difficult 
to predict recuitment on the basis of indices of wind stress or other environmental data. Good 
environmental conditions during any part of the year could conceivably dominate annual recruitment. .i\ 
recent breakthrough on daily aging (Methot and Kramer, 1979) greatly enlarges the possibilities for 
analysis of the relationships between environmental conditions and larval survival. Adequate sampling of 
pre-recruits coupled with daily aqing will allow assessment of the time of gear and associated 
environmental conditions which result in significant recruitment. 

MacCall (1979) has noted a correspondence between low second quarter ( April-June) values of the 
upwelling index (Bakun, 1973) a t  33'N in the period 1947 to 1952, and extremelv low anchovv hiomasses in 
the early 1950's. This corresponded to apparent recruitment failures in sardine in 1949-SO and Pacific 
mackerel in 1949-50-51 and to disappearance of bonito (Sarda chiliensis) in the late 1940's and their 
reappearance in 1954. 

We miqht add that upwelline index values at 39N, which characterize the Cape Mendocino - Point 
Arena area where the most vigorous upwelling in the California Current system occurs, were chronically 
low through the second half of the 1940's. This mav have adverselv affected the general level of 
productivitv throughout the entire system (See sardine model, below.) Thus the low sprinp upwelling of 
1947-52 local to the Southern California Bight mav have been SuDerimposed upon poor conditions which 
Nere advected from the upstream upwelling maximum. 
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Two recent studies indicate direct interactions between adult and larval processes. Hunter and 
Goldberg's (1980) work on batch fecundity shows that the northern anchovv spawns amroximatelv once a 
week over an extended spawning season, indicating that energv reserves and the availabilitv of food to the 
anchovv may influence the number of spawnings per vear. Hence total fecunditv may be a function both 
of adult anchovy biomass and food availability. Hunter and Kimbrel (in Dress) found that aDproximatelv 17 
percent of ee;n spawned were cannihalised by filter-feeding anchovies, and they estimate that this may 
represent about 32% of the natural mortality of anchovv eggs. 

Pacific mackerel 

Substantial catches of Pncific mackerel commenced off California in the late 1920's. Economic 
conditions at  the beeinning of the 1930's caused a larqe droo in fishing effort, but a recoverv of orices and 
demand resulted in raoid expansion of the fisherv from 1932 to 1935. Landines reached a peak of 66,500 
MT in the 1935-36 senson. Thereafter, the fishery went through a long, fluctuating decline. In the 1953-54 
season the fishery was nearlv exhausted, but good recruitment in the 1950's (Fie. 6)  rejuvenated the fishery 
for a while until a series of poor recruitments in the 1960's hroueht it to a temporarv close. Recentlv the 
population has rebounded stronely. 

1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 

YEAR 

Fi.pre 6 ,  
California Current stock of Pacific mackerel, Scomber .Japonicus. 

Time series of  the natural log  of the observed recruit hiomass ner snarmins hiomass i n  the 

3 detailed analvsis of the fishery, includine: population bioloq, cohort analvsis, soawner-recruit 
inodpls. and vield simulations, was presented by Parrish and MacCall (1978). Here we hrieflv abstract 
certain of their main findings concernine environmental dependence. These are in the area of emoirical 
environmentally-deoendent soawner-recruit models. Their post-recruit models do not address anv 
environmental dependence, incorDorating the usual assumptions of constant natural mortalitv rate, etc. 

The authors consider a number of environmental variables, which are assumed to act mainlv durinp 
the May-July mawnine; period. Thus, they are hypothesizing that environmental effects on Pacific 
mackerel recruitment occur at the spawner-egg and the earlv life historv phases. Several linear 
combinations of months were considered, including (1) a simple average over the 3-month Mav-Julv period 
of peak spawning, (2 )  a simple 3-month April-June average to test for laeged effects (e.g. upwellinr would 
provide suitable food particles only after some lag, assumed to be of the order of one month), find (3) 
"prorated" averages of both 3-month periods, where each monthlv contribution is weighted bv an estimate 
of the percentage of spawnine; which occurred during that month in each particular year of the time 
series. 

The environmental variables for which these linear combinations produced the best correlations with 
recruitment are given in Table 3 (Parrish and MacCall's Table 18). Other variables tested which did not 
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yield sirnificant correlations included Saur's (1972) index of very larqescale subtropical gyral circulation 
based on Hawaii to San Francisco sea level difference. Separate tests aeainst all the individual monthlv 
values produced lower correlations than those against the linear combinations (Table 3) considered 
characteristic of the entire spawning season. 

TABLE 5. Correlation Coefficients of Linear Combinations of k n t h l y  Values of 
Environmental Variables wi th  logarith of Pacific mackerel recruitment. 

!dav-.July Prorated April-.June Prorated 
Variable ?I mean %V- JLily mean April -.June 

SPIER 
EPRP 
SSTC 
IVINDC 
SLLJ 
SLEV 
IJP 
c m  

SPIER w 
SSTC 
IVINLK 
SLLJ 
SLEV 
UP 
CURL * 
** 

31 .370 
41 .030 
38 .134** 
38 - .354* 
41 - .54?** 
4 1  - .509** 

23 . XS** 
23 . i s a * *  

.516** 3 6  - .165 - .on7 

.43:** .JiZ* 
- .380* -. 249 
- .59l** -. s14** 
- . 34S* -. snQ** 
.319 .5'S** 
.610** .m* 

. 2 5 5  
- .os9 
.392* 

- .306 

- .366* 
- .392** 

.;13** 

.584** 

-Sea surface tenperature at  La Jolla 
-Barometric pressure a t  San Diego 
-Sea surface temperature, !.!arsden Square quadrant 1X(?) 
- Wind speed, Yarsden Square quadrant 1 Z O f Z )  
-Uncorrected sea level height at lzi .Jolla 
-Sea level height a t  La Jolla corrected for atmospheric pressure 
-1Jpwelling index at 30°N 
-Wind stress curl (surface layer divergence) index at  30°S 
-Significant at  5% level 
-Significant a t  the 1% level 

The highest correlation of all was found with the April-June composite upwelline index, which is 
conceDtually satisfying since upwelling would be expected to have a lagged effect. Highest correlations 
with sea temperature and with surface laver divergence (wind stress curl) were with the Mav-Julv 
prorated variables, again conceotuallv satisfving since these effects would seem to act directly on the 
larvae without lag. The correlation coefficients with temperature are positive, sugpestinq that warm 
temperature contributes to reproductive success; in this case the temperature appears to indicate a 
physiological effect, since a temperature-upwelling-productivity linkage would result in negative cor- 
relation coefficients with temperature. The correlations with surface divergence were positive: this is 
somewhat puzzling since one would expect convergence (negative divergence), bv concentratine food 
organisms, to favor survival. Perhaos convergence could be detrimental bv concentratine mackerel larvae 
in frontal structures where they would he hiphly vulnerable to predation. An alternative explanation could 
be that the relaxation of the blocking of northward coastal counterflow by the nepative wind stress curl 
lobe off central Baja California could have allowed auqmentation of the exploited northern subpopulation 
bv the southern subpopulation (See subsection on convergence-divergence in the section on environmental 
variability, above). Negative correlations are found with coastal sea level; this could be related to the 
upwelling effect since strong upwelline would tend to depress coastal sea level. 

Parrish and MacCall present a number of empirical models containinq various formulations of 
density-dependence (including those presented in Table 1 and in Fiqure %b)) and the environmental 
variables (Table 3). Since the upwelline index and surface divergence index series are available only since 
1946, models containing these variables treat only the latter part of the historical record of the fiaherv. 
In order to retain reasonable degrees of freedom for each explanatory factor these models were restricted 
to a density factor and two environmental factors. Models treating the total time series were allowed to 
contain three environmental factors in addition to a densitv deoendent factor. None of the densitv 
dependent formulations were as significantly correlated with recruitment as were verious environmental 
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terms; density dependence alone could account for no more than 21% of the observed variation. However, 
the authors felt that some form of density dependence was a conceptual necessity and so density 
dependent formulation was forced to appear in each multiple regression model. However, the fittinp of 
the densitv dependence was accomplished in concert with the environmental terms. This is a 
fundamentallv different procedure than that used bv Nelson, Ingham and Schaff (1977) who first fitted an 
assumed density dependence and then fitted environmental variables to the residuals. In our opinion the 
procedure of Parrish and MacCall is more valid, since fittinq a densitv dependence before accounting for 
environmental variation assumes that environmental variabilitv does not affect the fit; i f  this were the 
case there would be little need to include environmental terms. 

A model containing a Ricker density dependence, and an upwelling index and a wind stress curl 
(surface layer divergence) index as environmental terms, was significant at  much meater thm the 99% 
level and explained 76% of the observed recruitment variation since 1946. A model containinc sea 
temperature, coastal sea level and barometric pressure, as well as a Ricker function was again sipnificant 
at  the 99% level and exDlained 59% of the variation in the longer series coverinq the total fisherv. 

The two intense declines in the Pacific mackerel stock correspond to periods of poor recruitment in 
the late 1940's and earlv 1950's and in the mid, 1960's (Fip. 6). During the first period, there was a n  
extended series of poor upwelling years in the upwellinq maximum ree;ion off Northern California (Rakun, 
1973). During the decline in the 1960's, anomalouslv low upwellinp in the local Baja California spawning 
area was indicated. It is interesting to note that in the recent period, not treated bv Parrish and MacCali, 
extremely vigorous upwelling is indicated for the mid 1970's, while excellent relative reproductive success 
in 1974 and 1976 has enabled the Pacific mackerel stock to rebound from its previous collapsed state. 

The environmentallv-dependent functions produced by Parrish and MacCall have allowed them to run 
simulations of management options containing a realistic spectrum of environmental variance, i.e. an 
aperiodic cvclic pattern as opposed to the random environmental noise usuallv assumed (ex. Allen 1973, 
Walters, 1975). These simulations have been used bv the State of California in establishinq a manaqement 
strategy for Pacific mackerel, which is now in operation. 

Before concluding our survev of this work, a comment on independence of data points is relevant to 
the purpose of our present paper. The ratio of recruitment to parental biomass (Fig. 6)  obviouslv contains 
substantial autocprrelation; the series in no wav resembles random "white" noise. Rather, runs of multiple 
years of good and Door recruitment dominate. In this case the assumption of an independent data point 
each year probably results in a substantial overestimate of available decrees of freedom' (Table 2). 
However, one can visually convince himself thnt there are at  absolute min imum some ten or eleven 
independent data points determining the function in Fig. 6 and at least eieht in the series since 1949 (bv 
counting extrema or crossings of the zero line, etc.). A recomputation indicates that the significance of 
Parrish and MacCall's major relationships is still at  an acceptable level even when the assumed decrees of 
freedom are so reduced. However, in cases where the relationships may be less pronounced, this issue of 
independence of data points may be critical. A formula for choosinq the reduction in degrees of freedom 
in an autocorrelated time series is presented by Sutcliffe, Loucks, and Drinkwater, (1976). 

Sardine 

The Pacific sardine (Sardinops caerulen) fishery expanded rapidly in the years prior to World War I1 
to become the largest fishery in the United States with 774,000 MT landed in the 1936-37 season. The 
exploited stock spawned in the region of stabilitv and favorable transport south of Point Conception 
(Parrish, et. al., MS) but during the period of abundance migrated as adults to feed in the redon of 
virorous upwelling to the north, an important fishery arising as far north as Vancouver Island. A period of 
relative stabilitv in the catch ended in 1945, whereupon the catches begin to decline disastrouslv to the 
point where the fishery essentially vanished in the earlv 1960's. 

There are two sets of recruitment estimates published for this stock. Murphv's (1966) cohort analvsis 
presented numerical values through 1960. In this nnalysis, Murphv assumed a change in natural mortalitv 
rate from 0.4 in the years previous to 1949, to 0.8 in subsequent years in order to match indeoendent stock 
estimates based on egg and larvae surveys. MecCa11 (1979) showed that this chanee was unnecessarv and 
presented recruitment estimates through 1965. 
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Since no studies of sardine which incorporate time series indices of environmental processes have 
yet been published, we here present results of a breliminary hvwthetical model formulated to include 
densitv dependence and environmental effects represented by upwellinp index and wind stress curl index 
time series. Four such time series were hvpothesized as indicative of environmental effects on larval 
survival. 

These included an upwelline index and a wind stress curl index computed at 30' N latitude !svmbols: 
UP30 and CURL30), found bv Parrish and MacCall (1978) to be the most siqnificant variables in their 
Pacific mackerel model, and a wind stress curl index a t  33'N latitude (CURL33), considered 
characteristic of surface laver diverqence within the Southern California Bight and possiblv related to the 
strength of the gyral circulation in that area. Each of these three index series was averaged over the 5- 
month period, February through June, of Faximum sardine spawning (Murphy 1966). 

A fourth environmental variable (UP391 is the averaee over the calendar vear oreceding soawninp of 
the upwelling index computed at  39ON latitude. The inclusion of this variable, which does not 
characterize the specific season or the location of soawning, was motivated bv correlations noted between 
longer-term upwelling index variations (Fig. {) in the area of the Northern California uowelling maximum 
and indices of spring zooplankton abundance- in the downstream areas extending from Central California 
to southern Raja California. A multivariate response such that strone upwellinq off northern California 
during the previous summer and fall quarters was associated with highest zooolankton concentrations in 
the downstream offshore reaions relative to the concentrations directlv inshore of those rei?ions was the 
most robust relationship found. The spring zooplankton concentrations in the various offshore regions 
along the coast have a tendencv to varv directly with the northern California upwelling index but the 
various univariate relationships are less pronounced than are those which are associated with the 
multivariate nearshore/offshore contrast (simificance: .90 V.S. .98). 
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Figure 7 .  
communication V.S. upwelling index at 39N latitude (Bakun, 1973) averaged over previous 12 months, 

Central California offshore zooplankton abundance during sprine (Paul E .  Smith, nersonel 

Density dependent effects were incorporated by includinq parent stock size as a variable (STOCK). 
.4 final variable which was a simple linear trend (TREND) was added to reflect lonq-term chances, suph as 
possible competition due to the rise of the northern anchovy population during the time period modeled. 
The modeled period covered only the decline of the stock since the upwelling and wind stress curl indices 
are not presently available for the period prior to 1946. 

We expect the effects considered to alter the proportion surviving of whatever number of epgs were 
spawned rather than "killing" or "not killing" any fixed number. Since we wish as much weight qiven, for 

5. Personal communicstion, Paul E. Smith, Southwest Fisheries Center, National Varine Fisheries Service, 
NOAA. La Jolla, California, 92037. 



example, to a halving of expected recruitment as to a doublina, a regression against the logarithm of the 
ratio of recruits to spawners is approoriate. The formulation of our model is therefore: 

Note that upon transformation to a prediction equation bv taking the exponential of this model eauation, 
the term containinq the variable STOCK corresponds to a Ricker function (see Table 2). 

The model was run on both the Murphv and XlacCall population estimates; we look for results which 
are consistent in the analysis of both of the two seoarate sets as being perhaps less subject to distortion 
by deficiencies in our knowledge of the real population variations. 

Against MacCall's estimates the full model was significant a t  0.95. When the two least significant 
v iables, UP30 and CURL30, were dropped from the model the significance improved to better than 0.99 (7 = .7). Regression coefficients were positive for variables UP39 and UP30, and negative for CURLSO, 
CURL33, STOCK and TREND. Thus strong uowelling appears to favor survival, strong curl (surface laver 
divergence which would oppose formation of concentrated patches or organisms) corresoonds to decreased 
survival. There appears to be compensatorv mortality (negative coefficient for STOCK) and an apparent 
declining trend in survival over the period (possible competition from the increasing northern anchovv 
population). Of course the regression coefficients for UP30 and CURL33 should not be taken verv 
seriously since significance increased dramatically when these variables were dropped. 

The most significant variable bv itself is UP39: the regression against this variable alone is 
significant a t  above .90. However, with STOCK and TREND in the model with UP39, UP39 is the least 
important of the three in reducinq unexplained variance. The model with STOCK and TREND onlv is 
significant a t  .995; however, against either STOCK or TREND alone the regression is comoletelv non- 
signifi5ant. The model with the three variables STOCK, TREND and UP39 is significant a t  better than 
.995 (r = .67). 

'Ilurphy's (1966) estimates vield a series five vears shorter than MocCall's (Fig. 8). This further 
depletes the seriously limited degrees of freedom. In this case the full model has an R-square of 0.92 and 
is significant a t  the 95 percent level. UP39 and UP30 have positive reqression coefficients, STOCK and 
TREND have negative coefficients, as before. CURL33 has a negative coefficient as before hut now 
CURL30 has a positive coefficient. This positive effect of a lessening of the ordinarily negative values of 
CURL30 is the same pattern noted by Parrish and VacCall in (1978) for the Pacific mackerel. The most 
significant single variable is STOCK, vieldinE siqnificance a t  better than 90 percent and an Rsquare of 
.30. If TREND is then added, significance increases to the 99 percent level. If UP39 is introduced at  this 
point its added contribution is significant a t  the 95 percent level. Subsequent addition of CURL30 to the 
model alreadv containing STOCK, TREND, and UP39 is significant a t  somewhat better than 90 percent. 
The model containinq the four variables, STOCK, TREND, UP39, and CURL30 is significant a t  better than 
the 99.5 percent level. R-squared is .92. 

The variable UP39, which is desiqned to measure the effect of annual-scale variations in the 
northern California upwelling maximum, has apwared as an important factor aqainst both population data 
sets. A period of generally weak upwelling commencing after the Second World War lasted through 1963, 
(Bakun, 1973) broken only during 1951 and 1955-56, which as a matter of fact were followed the next year 
by relative sardine year-class success (Fig. 8) and 1959, when the population was already at  quite low 
levels. Murphy (1966) has reported a tendency for the spawning of sardines, before the pooiiktion 
collapse, to be situated offshore relative to the spawning of anchovies. W e  have here noted the tendency 
for UP39 to reflect increases in offshore zooplankton concentrations relative to those near the coast 
during the spring spawning season. I t  seems a possibility that the lona term variations in uowellixe in the 
upwelling core of the California Current region could have been a factor in the rise of the anchovv at  the 
expense of the sardine. 
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Figre 8. Vatural log of the ratio of recruits ( lo6  fish) t o  parental hiomass ( l o 3  metric tons) hased 
on the estimates of Murphv (1966) and NacCall (1979) over the modeled period of  decline of the Pacific 
sardine fishery. 

Regression analvses of bcth data sets indicate a compensatory effect of stock size and a negative 
trend in the rate of recruitment of sardine after 1946. The compensatory effect was obviouslv not strong 
enough to keep the population from collawinsz under t h e  combined effect of heavv emloitation and a 
declining trend in the rate of recruitment. The declining trend in the rate of recruitment could have been 
related to increasing comoetition with the rising anchovv population or it could be the result of 
overestimation of the potential sDawning biomass due to an increasing proportion of sardines of southern 
origin as the stock declined as was suggested by MacCall(1979). 

Again this is a situation where the data offer some tantalizing indications, but the available deprees 
of freedom in the historical t ine series are far too limited to vield final conclusions. 

Hnke - 
Substantial catches of Pacific hake (Merliccius productus) commenced abrubtly in the mid-1960's. 

Smith (1975) has reported a geographical shift in larval hake abundance, coincident with the heavv fishing 
pressure, such that larvae became more abundant off Central California and less abundant off Baja 
California. He hypothesized a linkage whereby the fisherv resulted in a relative depletion of larqer sized 
fish, which mag either have traveled farther south to spawn or have participated in multiple spawning, the 
latter of which would have occurred farther south along the annual migration route. 

Bailey (In press) presented a model supporting this hypothesis and further showed that the offshore 
extent of larvae off Central California was correlated (r = 0.70, simificance 0.99) with offshore transport 
as indicated by intervear variation of the January monthlv upwelling index (Rakun, 1973) at 36'N latitude, 
Off Baja California no such correlation was found. Bailey suggests that, since hake larvae tend to be 
distributed near the top of the thermocline, a deeper surface mixed laver off Baja California could 
perhaps Drotect the larvae from offshore transport. 
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Railev (MS) constructed an index of vearclass strength from annual trawl surveys by summing the 
percentages of the total age composition contributed by each cohort over the aqes 4-6 years. Over 14 
years of available data, January offshore Ekman transport is negativelv correlated ( r  = 0.73, significance 
0.997) to this year class index; offshore transport during the winter spawninq season appears to be 
detrimental to reproductive success, in aereement with the hvpotheses presented bv Parrish et a1 (Ills). If  
larvae spawned off Baja California are indeed relativelv Drotected from offshore transport, end the shift 
of spawninp intensitv to the less protected Central California region was indeed caused bv the operation 
of the fisherv, this situation presents an additional mechanism by which fishing pressure mav adverselv 
affect resilience to environmental perturbation. 

Temperature does affect the situation. Bailev (In Dress) indicates more northward spawninp in warm 
years relative to cold years. In addition e a  and larval survival seems to be better in warm years judging 
from numbers of larpe larvae found in the spring. Bailev found that when a temperature index was added 
as a second explanatory variable to the reqression of vear class strength against Ekman transport, 6906 of 
the variance in year class strength (r  = 0.83, significance 0.998) is accounted for. 

Bonito -- 
The Pacific Bonito, Sards chiliensis, has been fished commercially in the California Current region 

since the beqinning of this ,centurv. Collins and MacCall (1977) have summarized the available information 
on the population dynamics and biology of the California Current stock. 

The population appears to be centered near 
Sebastian Vizcaino Bav in central Baja California while much of the exploitation occurs off Southern 
California. The Southern California fishery aDparentlv operates on two stock segments, one of which 
migrates annually northward from the population center and the other of which is a transient resident 
Dopulation which  becomes established during Periods of particularv favorable local conditions. Thus it is 
difficult to separate fluctuations in stock size from variations in availabilitv to fishinp: operations. 

Collins and MacCall constructed an index of relative recruitment success from estimates of 
spawning biomass derived from aerial surveys and estimates of recruitment based on catch per uni t  effort 
(CPUE) of the partvboat sport fishery (MacCall, Stauffer and Troadec, 1974). They found a Dositive 
relationship between this index and the upwelling indices (Bakun, 1973) off northern Baja California 
averaged over the March-Julv spawning season. Previous to 1963 no aerial survevs were available. For 
this period Collins and MacCall used the ratio of CPUE during a given vear to the CPUE of the rear 
previous to indicate relative recruitment success and to demonstrate a similar relationshiD to upwelling 
index as was found for the later period. 

Dover sole 

Historicallv, the landings have fluctuated widely. 

Many of the pleuronectids of the California current region have extended pelagic phases. Dover 
sole, Microstomus pacificus, which is the dominant commercial flatfish of the repion, has larvae which are 
pelagic for up to a year: it is a late winter - early spring spawner. Off Oregon younger larvae are common 
both inshore, over the continental shelf, and offshore. Larper larvae are most common in waters outside 
of the continental shelf but during the winter there is an increase in the largest larvae over the shelf and 
slope where thev settle (Pearcv, et. al., 1977). Havman (1978) used fishery-based estimates of vear-class 
size of Dover sole to determine the relationship between recruitment and OceanograDhic conditions. He 
found that recruitment was associated with reduced offshore Ekman transport during the period of 
maximum upwelling off Oregon (June-July) and with increased convergence during the Dover soles' 
settling period (December-January). I t  appears that increased offshore dispersal, during the Deriod of the 
year when upwelling prevails off Oreryon, is associated with reduced recruitment of the Dover sole and 
that wind-related features during the winter settling period also affects recruitment. 

Rockfish 

Little is known about the population fluctuations of rockfish in ?he California Current, hut  it seems 
useful to our discussion of drift responses to present some anecdotal information. In the California 
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Current rerion there &re nearlv 60 separate species of the genus Sebastes which are known by the 
collective term rockfish. The existence of such a variety of species in the verv disoersive medium of an 
upwellinR system may be facilitated by their livebearin? mode of reproduction which produces voune 
which may be capable of maintaininp position relative to verv specific ocean deoths, bottom types and 
other conditions. Most of these species release voung in the late winter when offshore surface transoort 
is most relaxed (Parrish, et  al., Ms). The larvae are pelagic for 4-6 months and the juveniles are observed 
to congregate in the inshore reeion in the summer. It is known that occasional qmd year-classes oass 
through the fisherv; however, until very recentlv the fisherv has not been reqularlv sampled and the 
relative sizes of individual year-classes is unknown. 
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0 0 Two very anomalous recent winter 
situations have been the winter of 1975-77, in 
which the near absence of storms contributed 
to a serious drouqht in California, and the 
winter of 1977-78 in which the drought was 
broken dramatically bv unusuallv intense 
winter storm activity. Upwelling index 
computations (Fieure 9) illustrate the 
contrastinq conditions. The winter of 1976-77 
is a consistentlv low energy situation marked 
by the near absence of periods of transport 
either toward or awav from the coast. This 
lack of significant transport events is unique 
in the time series of dailv indices which beeins 
in 1967 (Bakun, 1975). Durine 1977-78 intense 
storm events followed one another in raDid 
succession, resultinK in a highlv fluctuatinp 
mixture of stronq onshore and offshore 
transport episodes. 

During the summer of 1977 extraordinary 
ri-gure 9. Daily and weeklv means of 6 - h o ~ i r l y  concentrations of juvea.k rockfi%, were 

observed off  nor hern- , central- , and upwelling index computations a t  36 degrees S.  
l a t i t u d e  on t h e  Central C31ifOmia Coast. Her- southern California-. In contrast, the 1978 
i -ontal  lines i n d i c a t e  d a i l v  mean values .  year-class apoears to be a complete bust, 
Values t o  t h e  r i g h t  of t h e  zero l i n e  ind ica te  ervations of summer juvenile 
offshore t ranspor t  and upwelling; those t o  
the  l e f t  ind ica te  onshore t ranspor t  and dam- 
welling. 

+ 
judging from 
concentrations- * 

To attribute the apparent differences in 
larval rockfish survival to the difference in 

transport conditions, it seems necessarv to assume that the ability of larvae to maintain R oosition 
relative to the coast throughout the pelagic period is crucial. The extent to which the larvae nay be 
capable of maintaining such a position is undocumented. (MS) point out a mttern of 
correspondence between fish reproductive strategies and transport characteristics which suggest a Eeneral 
difficulty in maintaining resident populations in the region of intense uowelling. If the relative success of 
the large number of rockfish species in countering this pattern is based on their livebearing mode of 
reproduction, the required assumption seems the most likelv mechanism. It will be interesting to note 
whether the present very stormy winter, 1979-80, will be followed this coming summer by a scarcity of 
juvenile rockfish in California coastal waters. 

Parrish, et al. 

6. Personal corn munication, J i m  Hank, California Dept. of Fish and Game, Slonterev, California, 93940. 

7. Personal communication, Kenneth Mais, California Dept. of Fish and Game, Lone Beach, California, 90801. 

8. Personal c?ommunication, William H. Lenarz, Southwest Fisheries Center, National Marine Fisheries Service, 
NOA.4, Tiburon, California, 94920. 
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Dungeness crab 

peterson (1973) found significant correlations indicating increased bungeness crab landings off 
Washington, Oregon and Northern California in years following high values of bakun's (1573) upwelling 
indices averaged over the spring and summer seasons. The lag times tor the correlations were 1/2 year for 
Washington and 11/2 years for Oregon and Northern California. Since the period of growth from larva to  
recruitment is four years, the upwelling effect on recruitment could not be acting at the larval stages. 
Peterson suggested that delays in molting during years of low upwellinq-related productivity could be the 
causative mechanism. However, the data do not appear to support this mechanism. Crabs cannot delay 
their molts indefinitely and one would expect a pattern of increased catches in the year following as the 
"delayed-molting" crabs reached harvestable size. This pattern is not evident. Rather, multi-year runs of 
good or poor catches dominate the available time series. 

Botsford and Wickham (1975) using slightly different statistical techniques confirmed Peterson's 
results of significant correlation at lag times near one year. Their cross correlations were positive for 
laRs extending out to the four year growth period, but not significant at  the levels required to confidently 
reject the null hypothesis of no relationship. They hypothesize density dependent biotic factors, such as 
cannibalism of adults upon juveniles, as mechanisms for the observed long period cyclic variations. 

These studies were done using upwelling index data through 1971 reported by Bakun (1973). More 
recent upwelling index computations have indicated an unprecedented series of very high spring and 
summer values beginning in 1973 and continuing through 1975. The crab correlation reported by Peterson 
appears to be continuinq to hold with northern California landings rising explosively from 160 MT during 
the 1973-74 season, to nearly 700 MT in 1974-75, to over 6,000 MT in 1975-76, and to over 11,000 MT in 
1976-77 (Orcutt, 1978). A drop to about 6,000 MT in 1977-78 may reflect slightly lessened seasonal 
upwelling index values for 1976 or perhaps the density dependent biotic factors suggested by Botsford and 
Wickham. 

The Dungeness crab fishery in central California was appreciable throuqh the 1960% but catches 
dropped to a low value in 1962 and have remained near that value ever since (Orcutt, 1978). Attempts to 
l ink the collaose to pollutants derived from human activities have been inconclusive (Wild, Hauper,'and 
Horn, 1978). Wild and Hauqen (1977) have shown a significant correlation between sea level values during 
the fall and winter and crab landings three years later. This is the proper season and time laq for the 
relationship to reflect an effect on spawning success, possibly through the linkage of sea level to 
temperature. Laboratory studies have shown deterioration of egq masses at warmer temperatures (Wild, 
Hagen and Horn, 1978). The period arialvzed in the reqression covers the collapse of the fishery and a 
period of secular rise in sea level, although the authors point out that the highest correlations found are at 
the expected season and time lag rather than at  all seasons and lags as would be exDected if the 
correlations were controlled by the long term trends. This analysis is one in which a test of the 
correlation after high pass filtering of both the catches and sea level values would seem to be very helpful 
for interpretation. 

Coho salmon 

Gunsolus (1978) has indicated a relationship between seasonal upwelling index values off Oregon and 
both survival of juvenile coho salmon in their first year and the ultimate size of adults present that same 
year. Both survival rates and growth increase with indication of increased upwelling. 

Further work by Zirges sumests that the date of transition from the winter situation of generally 
negative daily values (Bakun, 1975) off Oreeon to the positive values characteristic of spring and summer 
may be more directly related to survival than the seasonal average of the index values. The effect of 
upwellinq on the direction of the local alongshore current flow could be the causative factor: after 
transition the predominant flow switches abruptly from poleward to equaterward (Huyer, Sobey and Smith, 
1979). Another possible mechanism is that early transition would allow a larger fraction of the smolts 
leaving the rivers to experience the higher food particle concentrations resulting from upwelling-related 
primary production. 

9 

9. Personal communication, Mac Zi-s, Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, Newport, Oretzon, 97365. 
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This result is pertinent to a controversy over the growinq number of private salmon hatcheries beine 
established in the region. If the indicated relationship reflects some sort of food-limited carrying 
capacity for salmon smolts in the ocean, then additional production should perhaps be discouraged. 
However, i f  the indicated relationship represents a control of the proportion of smelts surviving, rather 
than on the absolute numbe-s surviving, a limitation of production at present levels would not be 
warranted. Such a proportional control would be more likely if the effect of current direction were 
predominant or alternatively, if the linkace to upwelling were throuqh size-dependent mortalitv 
interacting wi th  growth rates dependent on upwellinq-produced particle concentrations. 

SUMMARY A N D  CONCLUSIONS 

In defining the effect of the environment on fishery stocks we m u s t  deal with a space-time 
continuum of processes; the necessary coverage is generally not available from research vessel ooerations. 
Recently progress has been made using routinely collected maritime and shore station data to produce 
indicators of variations in important environmental processes. These have led to empirical studies of 
recruitment variations in certain California Current fishery stocks. 

The studies have shed a certain amount of light on processes controlline fish stock fluctuations but 
have been information-limited. The empirical models based on the studies are not expected to be 
extraordinarily reliable or skillful in detailed prediction and simulation. However, thev at least provide 
some indication of the tendencies created bv environmental variability: thev allow simulations of manaqe- 
ment strategies to at  least incorporate a realistic spectrum of environmental variance. 

Fishery management science is far from an exact science at this time. Present methods to 
incorporate environmental effects share this lack of exactness. However, experience has shown that 
ignoring the problem is no answer. Certainly, it would make little sense to attempt to manace the 
Peruvian anchoveta fishery without reference to El Nino occurences. Even as basic a fisherv management 
concept as surplus production can become pretty nebulous in the face of major environmentaj 
perturbation; for example, Clark (1977) has suggested the possibilitv that the collapse of the anchoveta 
stock, which coincided with tbe 1972 El  Nino. could have been due to insufficient fishing in 1971 as well as 
to excessive fishing in 1972. 

The requirements for further progress are easily stated. We need more independent data points to 
provide additional degrees of freedom for the empirical approach and/or we need a better understanding 
of the processes linking fish stocks to their environment for advances via the rational approach. The two 
approaches are in many ways complementary. A better rational understanding would allow us to 
predetermine the shape and properties of the function which will be fitted to the available data points. 
More data points will allow a better and more detailed fit which would reveal more aspects of the 
functional relationship and thereby lead to increased understanding of the actual processes involved. 

Since independent estimates of year-class strength of a given stock ripe available anly once per year, 
increase of data points is a slow process. Substantial improvement in statistical significance comes only 
when degrees of freedom are at  least doubled or trioled. Thus, in cases where we have several decades of 
information, simply waiting for more data to accumulate is not a useful response to present needs. 
However, where we may have only several years of data or no data at all, sienificant empirical advances 
would be possible in a reasonable time frame. In any case, when monitorin? activities are needed, the 
best time to begin is immediately. Of course, our conception of what characteristics need to be 
monitored is alwavs based on our rational understanding of the processes involved; thus substantial data 
accumulations are always based on a previous conception which is often altered as the data yield improved 
insight. 

One development which may be capable of dramatically increasing the number of independent data 
points for larval survival processes is the technique of counting dailv prowth rings on larval otoliths 
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(Methot and Kramer, 1979). If larvae collected at sea can be effectivelv wed and their birthdates 
precisely fixed, the conditiorl and abundance of larvae can be related to short term environmental 
conditions occurring between birth and collection. Thus, multiple independent data points on larval 
survival might be established in a sinqle vear. The technique appears to be auite labor-intensive, but 
expenditure in such a pertinent area map be preferable to dissioation of an equivalent amount of effort on 
activities which, although less tedious, mav be less central to the manaqement problem. 

Substantial progress in the rational understanding sector likewise does not come easilv. I t  is 
incredibly difficult to reproduce actual ocean conditions in laboratorv experiments. Experiments at sea 
are also fraught with difficulties. The mixture of scales of motion at sea make it impossible to observe 
time-dependent aspects of any defined "parceltt of organisms and associated environment without 
artificially confining it somehow, which represents a fundamental alteration of conditions. Likewise, the 
actual processes tend to occur on such small space scales that it may be nearly impossible to make 
observations without perturbing the process being observed. However, the work of Lasker, Hunter, 
Theilacker and others, on larval anchovy survival processes, has shown that a well-conceived and 
painstakingly executed series of laboratorv and field exoeriments can yield excitinq breakthrouqhs. 

Sometimes this process can be shortcut to yield certain limited results by simply comparing seasonal 
and geographic features of fish reproductive strategies with correspondinq seasonalitv and geoqraphv of 
environmental processes. When a pattern is recognized, deductions can be made as to which processes 
apoear to control reproductive success. Parrish et a1 (MS), for examole, assembled seasonal transport and 
wind curl distributions on a finer scale than hitherto available and noted a striking pattern of avoidance of 
offshore transport in the spawning habits of the most successful coastal fish stocks of the California 
Current region. This provides a rational basis for empirical attempts to relate anomalous offshore 
transport to decreased reproductive success. 

Dynamic modelling is undoubtedly useful in clarifying conceptual understandinq. Mathematical 
models provide the necessary "bookeeoingtt to test whether a given set of assumptions can lead to results 
which resemble reality. However they cannot qenerate, nor are they a substitute for, observational data. 
Their results can only reflect the information and assumptions which are out into their formulation. 
blathematics cannot, for example, by itself inform us how far offshore larvae must be transported for 
their contribution to eventual recruitment to be seriouslv impaired. 

The concept of comparative studies can perhaps be profitably extended to detailed comparisons 
among the major eastern boundary current regions. Similarities and differences in seasonality and 
geography of analoqous environmental and biological features mav lead to pattern recognition which will 
enhance our understanding of the controlling relationships. Of course such comparisons must be made 
with great care and be based on a commonality of data types. Because of the continuity of space-time 
coverage required, the environmental features must probably be defined largely by maritime and other 
routinely collected data. Specialized research cruises and experiments can illuminate certain aspects 
within limited time-space "windows". The setting of these tTwindowst' within the larger seasonal- 
geographical framework is critical. For example, the recent CUEA studies need to be interpreted 
carefully when used to compare gross aspects of the three eastern boundarv current recions in which they 
were made. In many ways the location off Oregon where the CUE-1 and CUE-2 experiments were made is 
probably an analog to the area off Portugal (Wooster, et  el., 1976) rather than to Cape Blanc where 
JOINT-1 was situated. Cap Blanc mav be a better analog to Cape Mendocino (Bakun, et  al., 1974) in the 
California Current. The JOINT-I1 location off Peru shares certain aspects, such as apparent nonlocal 
generation of upwelling characteristics (Smith, 1978), with the upwelling region in the Gulf of Guinea 
(Bakun, 1977). Such comparative studies can also be thouqht of as relieving the problem of limited deqees 
of freedom. Empirical models of environment - fish stock interactions among analogous stocks in the 
various regions can be compared for similarities and differences. If close enough analogies are indicated, 
statistical confidence would increase for the relationships in each of the reqions; for example, in the 
theoretical case of perfect analogs the degrees of freedom could be considered to be directly additive. 
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